We consider the problem of estimating the current state of an evolving spatiotemporally chaotic system from noisy observations of the system state and a model of the system dynamics. Using a simple scheme for state estimation, we show the possible occurrence of temporally and spatially intermittent large bursts in the estimation error. We discuss the similarity of these bursts with those occurring at the bubbling transition in the synchronization of low dimensional chaotic dynamical systems. We characterize the spatial and temporal behavior of the bursts and investigate how the behavior changes as we vary the number and location of the observations. Estimating the current state of the system is a key first step in both control and prediction of the system's behavior: One can predict the future of the system by running a model of the system with the current state as the model's initial condition, or one can attempt to control the system by introducing active feedback perturbations whose strength and configuration are appropriately formulated based upon knowledge of the system state. Thus, the performance of the prediction or the control is heavily dependent on the accuracy of estimates of the current state of the system. Such estimations are particularly nontrivial for high-dimensional spatiotemporal systems, for which the entire state cannot be measured directly (e.g., in weather forecasting). Data assimilation is the process by which an estimate of the system is obtained through the observations of the system and a model for the system. 1,2 Through data assimilation one endeavors to accurately synchronize the state of the model system to the state of the observed system. Typically, the observations have errors and the model is imperfect. As a result, the model system may not always be in accurate synchrony with the observed system, and occasionally large discrepancies from the observed system may occur. In the synchronism of low dimensional chaotic systems, analogous desynchronization events are known to occur as a result of the so-called bubbling transition [3] [4] [5] [6] in which intermittent bursts of desynchronization are observed. We find that similar events are possible in high dimensional spatiotemporally chaotic systems, and that the resulting intermittent bursts are localized in small regions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Spatiotemporal chaos refers to systems that exhibit complex behavior both in time and space. There are many examples of such systems, including the Earth's atmosphere, 1,2 laboratory fluids, 7, 8 chemical systems, 9 oceans, 10 etc. A common problem for systems of this type is that of estimating its current state. For example, the problem of weather forecasting consists in first estimating the current state of the atmosphere, and then producing a forecast by integration of an atmospheric model using the estimated current state as the initial conditions. 1,2 In addition to forecasting, state estimation is also a key step if one wanted to control a spatiotemporally chaotic system: based on the current state estimate, active perturbations to the system would be intelligently applied so as to promote meeting desired goals for the future evolution of the system.
Even though the system is chaotic, if we had perfect knowledge of the current state and the dynamics of a system, in principle (i.e., with an infinite computer), we would be able to predict the future of the system for all time. In practice, however, observations of the system have errors and the model for the system is imperfect. The standard procedure in such circumstances is to maintain a good estimate of the a) system state by running the system model and periodically applying corrections to the model state based on observations. This process is called data assimilation.
1,2 Its purpose is essentially that of accurately synchronizing the state of the model system to the state of the observed system. Thus this problem might be thought of as being related to recent work on the synchronism of low dimensional chaotic dynamical systems, [11] [12] [13] although with the obvious difference that we are here dealing with a high dimensional spatiotemporally chaotic system. In the case of synchronization of low dimensional chaotic dynamical systems, it was found that there exists a threshold in parameter space past which a desynchronizing transition, called the bubbling transition, takes place. [3] [4] [5] [6] One of the characteristic possible manifestations of the bubbling transition is the presence of intermittent bursts of desynchronization. In particular, slightly above the bubbling transition there are relatively short, irregularly occurring, epochs of large desynchronization, between which the systems are well synchronized. As the bubbling transition is approached from above, these desynchronization bursts become rarer, essentially disappearing below the transition. [4] [5] [6] The main finding of the present paper is that for data assimilation in spatiotemporally chaotic systems, a phenomenon similar to bubbling is possible. In particular, we perform numerical data assimilation experiments on a simple spatiotemporally chaotic model, and we observe bursts in the error of the state estimate (essentially desynchronization bursts). As compared to the previously mentioned work, the novel feature of these bursts is that they are spatially localized. Furthermore, in the case of a homogeneous observing network (see Sec. III A) the bursts are intermittent in both space and time. That is, individual burst events occur in a random-like manner in small localized spatial regions and time intervals. In what follows we will describe and characterize these space/time error bursts.
In Sec. II, we briefly describe the Lorenz-96 model 14 used in our numerical experiments, as well as the data assimilation scheme that we use to estimate the system state. Also, we outline how we conduct our numerical experiments. Our numerical results are presented and discussed in Sec. III. Conclusions are given in Sec. IV.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
In this paper we consider an illustrative case of spatiotemporal chaos originally proposed by Lorenz 14 as a simplified testing ground for data assimilation techniques for atmospheric dynamics. The model has features similar to many other spatio-temporally chaotic systems, including local interactions, propagating nonlinear wave-like disturbances, high fractal dimension of the attractor, and many positive Lyapunov exponents. As such, we expect that our general findings for the behavior of data assimilation applied to this model will be similar to those of many other systems in nature (e.g., oceans, planetary cores, stellar atmospheres, etc.) and in the laboratory [e.g., experiments on large aspect ratio Rayleigh-Benard convection (M. Schatz, private communication)].
The Lorenz-96 model 14 is an N-dimensional spatiotemporally chaotic system defined by the system of differential equation
where
and F is a constant. The variables of this model can be thought of as values of a space and time dependent scalar variable at discrete locations around a circle (Fig. 1) . Furthermore, interactions between the variables are allowed only at close locations. In our numerical experiments, we choose N = 40 and F = 8, for which the leading Lyapunov exponent corresponds to a doubling time of 0.42 dimensionless time unit and the fractal dimension of the attractor is 27.1. 14 We generate a time series of true system state by integrating (1) with a fourth order Runge-Kutta scheme with time step t s = 0.05 dimensionless time unit. To refer to the true state, we introduce the vector
t is the true state at location i). The initial state x t ͑0͒ is taken as the combination of the steady state solution, x i t = F at each location i, and a small perturbation ͑ϳ10
−3 ͒ at a randomly selected location. For this initial condition, the behavior of the system appears to reach a statistically steady chaotic state after a short transient time, t 0 . We define x t ͑n͒ by evaluating the true state n time steps after the transition ended, i.e., x t ͑n͒ϵx t ͑t 0 + nt s ͒, where n is a positive integer. We assume that the true state is observed at P of the N locations ͑P ഛ N͒. A vector of simulated noisy observations y = ͓y 1 , y 2 , ... , y P ͔ T is generated by adding random noise to the true state at the observational locations, i.e., Chaos, Vol. 14, No. 4, 2004 Localized error bursts
where v = ͓v 1 , v 2 , ... ,v P ͔ T is a prescribed observation error and H is a P ϫ N matrix such that
ͮ
Our simple scheme for state estimation assumes that the observational errors are normally distributed with zero mean and error covariance matrix R = E͕vv T ͖ = v 2 I P , where E͕·͖ denotes the expectation and I P is the P ϫ P unity matrix. This particular choice of R is equivalent to assuming that the observational error variance is v 2 at all locations and the observational errors at the different locations are uncorrelated. The observational noise we generate, however, is uniformly distributed in the interval ͑− ͱ 3 v , ͱ 3 v ͒. The discrepancy between the assumed and true observational error statistics mimics common practice. For example, estimation schemes used in atmospheric science 1,2 typically assume a normal error distribution for the sake of mathematical convenience, although this formulation allows for the occurrence of large errors on some rare occasion. Real observational error, on the other hand, are typically bounded.
By using the numerical solution of Eq.
(1) to simulate the system dynamics, we assume that we have perfect knowledge of the behavior of the system. Our goal is to use this model and the noisy observations to obtain an estimate of the true state. This estimate, called the analysis and denoted by x a ͑n͒, is chosen as the state x that minimizes the quadratic cost function 15 
J͑x͒
= ͑x − x b ͒ T ͑P b ͒ −1 ͑x − x b ͒ + ͑y − Hx͒ T R −1 ͑y − Hx͒.
͑3͒
Here x b ͑n͒ is a short term forecast (called the background) obtained by integrating the model from the preceding analysis x a ͑n −1͒. P b is the assumed covariance matrix of the background error, i.e., P b is an estimate of
We note that x a ͑n͒ is a maximum likelihood estimate of the true state if the observational and background errors are normally distributed, have zero means, and R and P b are known. 15 Our choice for R and its relation to the "true" observational error statistics have already been explained. After a short detour, in which we describe how the state estimate is updated, we will return to explain the algorithm to obtain
͑5͒
is the gain matrix, representing the gain in the knowledge of the state after comparing the observations to the background (our best estimate of the state prior to collecting the observations). Based on numerical experiments, we choose the transient time t 0 to be 5000 time steps. Once t 0 is passed, observation of the true state and data assimilation are performed once every 10 time steps. Now we explain our iterative process (also described in Ref. 16 ) to obtain P b . The algorithm starts with a reasonable, but more or less ad hoc estimate of P b . Then a time series of the "true" background error vectors e b ͑n͒ = x t ͑n͒ − x b ͑n͒, n =1,2, ... , M, is generated and the updated P b is chosen to be
In the next iteration step, this updated P b is used in (4) and (5) to generate new samples of the "true" background errors. This step is repeated until the distance between consecutive estimates of P b becomes small, where we measure distance by the Frobenius matrix norm, i.e., the square root of the sum of the squares of all the matrix elements. (For a detailed description of the resulting P b , see the Appendix.) We emphasize that our estimate of P b is not necessarily optimal in the sense of providing the smallest possible analysis error among all matrices, but it has the desirable feature that the true and assumed covariances are consistent. 17 The assimilations are done once every 10 steps at times n =10m. The analysis error for the mth assimilation is defined as
We use the root-mean-square (rms)
of e a to assess the quality of the state estimate at a given time. Moreover, we are using the time mean of the rms error,
to measure the overall performance of the estimation scheme.
III. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

A. Experiment 1
In the first numerical experiment, we observe all model variables; i.e., P = N = 40 and H is the N ϫ N identity matrix, I N . The chaotic behavior of the model for our chosen parameters is illustrated by showing the evolution of the true state for a randomly selected short time interval in Fig. 2 . We see that the spatiotemporal patterns are wave-like, but the amplitude and the period are not regular in time or space.
In Fig. 3 , for the case v =10 −4 , we plot the rms analysis error (7) along with the time mean rms error (8) for the period 1 ഛ m ഛ 10 5 . We can see that the rms error at a given time is typically similar to the time mean error, but there are a few occasions on which the error far exceeds its time mean. We call these occasion bursts. More precisely, we define bursts by choosing a threshold, 2͗͗e a ͘͘, i.e., a burst occurs at time m if ͗e a ͑m͒͘ ജ 2͗͗e a ͘͘. For this threshold, a burst occurs once in 4300 assimilation steps on average. Also, it is important to note that bursts do not exist longer than one or two assimilation steps.
In what follows, we further investigate the spatial distribution of the analysis errors during burst events. In Fig. 4 , we plot the spatial distribution of the background (forecast)
error, e b = x b − x t and the analysis error e a = x a − x t for the burst that occurred at an arbitrarily chosen time, m = 82585. We see that the large analysis errors are confined to a narrow region of locations. Another important feature is the strong similarity between the distribution of the analysis errors and background errors. This indicates that the large localized analysis errors are due to large localized background errors at the same locations. Bursts at other times we examined were qualitatively similar.
To quantify the spatial extent of localization in the error patterns, we define a ratio, ͑w,m͒ = max
͑9͒
This ratio tells us the largest portion of the total rms error that is confined to a local window of length w at a given time. We are primarily interested in the average of ͑w , m͒ over given sets ͑S͒ of the time indices,
where ͉S͉ is the size of S. We evaluate the average (10) over all burst events, i.e., S 1 = ͕m : ͗e a ͑m͒͘ ജ 2͗͗e a ͖͘͘, and also over a randomly selected set of times, S 2 , at which bursts are not observed, i.e., S 2 = ͕m : m S 1 and ͉S 2 ͉ = ͉S 1 ͉͖.
In Fig. 5 , we plot the average ratio, ͗͑w , S 1 ͒͘ with ͉S 1 ͉ = 3077 (solid line), and ͗͑w , S 2 ͒͘ with ͉S 2 ͉ = 3077 (dashed line). The largest difference between the ratios ͗͑w , S 1 ͒͘ and ͗͑w , S 2 ͒͘ is at window size w =7 (gray vertical line in Fig.  5 ) indicating that bursts are typically confined to a window of size 7.
In Fig. 6 , we plot the number of bursts with window size 7 at each location. That is, we evaluate ͑w , m͒ in Eq. (9) for w = 7 and m S 1 , and we record the j which yields ͑7,m͒. We find that the ͉S 1 ͉ = 3077 bursts are fairly evenly distrib- A similar kind of bursting phenomenon, known as a bubbling transition, was observed in two coupled chaotic oscillators.
3-6 For a certain coupling strength, in the absence of noise, the system of two identical coupled chaotic oscillators has a stable manifold on which the two oscillators are synchronized. Additionally, the manifold may possess transversely unstable invariant sets. In the presence of parameter mismatch or noise, the synchronized trajectories are near to, but not exactly on, the stable manifold. When the trajectories come close to the unstable invariant sets, they are repelled in the transverse direction (the two oscillators are desynchronized), and, if there are no other attractors, the trajectories subsequently return to being close to the stable manifold. These desynchronized bursts occur as a system parameter passes the bubbling transition. 6 In our case, a one way coupling is established once every 10 time steps through the assimilation process. In other words, the data assimilation attempts to synchronize the model system to the true system based on the observations. However, due to the noise in the observations, the two systems cannot be exactly synchronized, hence bursts may occur. We note that bursts are not seen when the observational noise variance v 2 is reduced and that bursts become more frequent with increasing v 2 . Although we have not attempted an analysis of our high dimensional system establishing the burst mechanism in terms of unstable invariant sets (as previously done for low dimensional systems [4] [5] [6] ), the similarity of the burst phenomenon we observe to that for low dimensional synchronized chaotic systems leads us to conjecture that the mechanisms involved might be also similar.
B. Experiment 2
Our second numerical experiment is identical to the first one except that observations are never taken at a fixed location (location 20). This seemingly slight change leads to important changes in the spatial distribution of the analysis error. To better understand these changes, we recall that the analysis at the jth location is obtained by
The ͑j , k͒ element of K, K jk , controls how an observation taken at location k affects the state estimate at location j.
[͑Hx b ͒ k is the kth element of the vector Hx b .] Since R is always diagonal in our experiments, and P b is near diagonal when observations are taken at each location, K is also near diagonal. Thus the state estimate at a given location is to a rough approximation a linear combination of the background and the observation at that same location. The situation is substantially different at a location, where observations are not taken. This is illustrated by Fig. 7 , in which two rows of K are plotted; one of them ͑K 19,k ͒ is associated with a typical location (location 19), while the other one ͑K 20,k ͒ is associated with the missing observation. At location 20, the ele- ments of the gain matrix K are smaller, indicating smaller corrections in the state estimate at that location based on the observed information. Also, the corrections are influenced by a number of observations at nearby locations. The rms error for 1 ഛ m ഛ 10 5 is plotted in Fig. 8 . By comparing Figs. 3 and 8 , we can see that bursts now occur much more frequently than in the case in which all locations are observed. The time mean rms error is now ͗͗e a ͘͘ Ϸ 0.0103 which is one order of magnitude higher than in the previous experiment [we increase the threshold value ͑2͗͗e a ͒͘͘ accordingly]. The average frequency of bursts is about one per 1069 assimilation steps.
The large analysis errors during burst events are localized, but as an important new feature, they are almost always confined to the location where observations are not taken [ Figs. 9 and 10(a) ]. The portion of bursts occurring at location other than 20 is less than 1% [the vertical scale in Fig.  9 (a) goes up to 250 000 while that in Fig. 9(b) goes up to  40] . Figure 10(a) suggests that bursts occur due to insufficient correction of the state estimate at location 20. This is in contrast to the behavior of bursts, in which the background and analysis errors have the same spatial distribution. Another interesting feature, seen in Fig. 9 , is the very efficient reduction of background errors by the data assimilation step between locations 21 and 26. This is due to the specific structure of P b , that correctly expects an elevated error level in this region, thus forcing the analysis to give larger weights to the observations (see Appendix). Figure 11 indicates that there is also an important change in the spatial extent of the burst. The largest difference between ͗͑w , S 1 ͒͘ and ͗͑w , S 2 ͒͘ is at window size w =1, which is very different from w = 7 observed in Experiment 1.
Finally, we note that we also conducted experiment in which observations were not taken at two far apart locations. The results were very similar to those shown in Experiment 2, except that the bursts were approximately equally distributed between the two locations. However, when two neighboring locations were not observed, our iterative procedure for the estimation of P b failed. We decided not to pursue this experiment. Chaos, Vol. 14, No. 4, 2004 Localized error bursts
IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have demonstrated that large, temporally intermittent and spatially localized error bursts can occur in data assimilation estimates of the state of a spatiotemporally chaotic system. We considered two scenarios; in one of them, the system was fully observed, while in the other, one of the model variables was never observed. Error bursts occurred in both cases, though some characteristics of the burst events were distinctly different in the two experiments. When all variables were observed, bursts occurred with equal likelihood at the different locations, and they were typically confined to a seven-location wide local region. On the other hand, when a selected variable was never observed, the burst events were almost always confined to the unobserved location and were much more localized.
In our estimation scheme P b is constant, which is the formulation most operational weather prediction center (e.g., the National Weather Services) has implemented. There exists a more advanced family of schemes, the Kalman filters, in which P b is dynamically evolved (e.g., Ref. 18 , and references therein). It was shown 16 that bursts can occur even in a Kalman filter scheme and that the occurrence of bursts can be prevented by inflating (artificially increasing) the background error covariance P b . Inflating P b can be viewed as increasing the coupling between the observed and model systems at estimation time [see Eqs. (4) and (5)]. In this sense, the bursting observed in this paper is similar to the phenomenon of bubbling transition in the synchronization of two low dimensional chaotic systems: a weaker coupling parameter leads to intermittent bursts of desynchronization.
In general, the error burst phenomenon we find is undesirable in practice. For example, this phenomenon may explain some of the occasional large errors known to occur in operational numerical weather prediction systems (e.g., see 
APPENDIX: THE BACKGROUND ERROR COVARIANCE MATRIX
In Fig. 12 , we plot the Frobenius norms of P k b and P k b − P k−1 b for each iteration step k of our algorithm for determining P b . Here, we use 5 ϫ 10 4 samples of background error vectors to estimate P b for each iteration step assuming that the observational error variance is v 2 =10 −4 (the value used in Sec. III). We see that, after about 10 iteration steps, ʈP k b ʈ and ʈP k−1 b ʈ changes only very little, and ʈP k b − P k−1 b ʈ is at least one order of magnitude smaller than ʈP k b ʈ. In Fig. 13 , we show the estimate of the background error covariance at iteration step k = 40. (We note that beyond k = 5, the estimate maintains a similar shape throughout the process.) The background errors at neighboring locations are correlated, but the spatial correlation length is rather small. We also obtain an estimate of the background error covariance matrix in the case when observations are not taken at location 20. The evolution of the Frobenius norms of P k b and P k b − P k−1 b (not shown) is very similar to that shown in Fig. 12 . On the other hand, important changes can be observed in the shape of the P b (Fig. 14) . First, the diagonal elements of P k b are not identical any more; a new narrow region of elevated background errors emerges in the neighborhood of the missing observation. Interestingly, this region is centered at location 23 and not at location 20 where observations are not taken. This is due to the wave-like propagation (Fig. 2) of initial uncertainty toward the higher indices in the Lorenz-96 model. Since P b describes errors in 10 timestep model integrations, the error propagation leads to a shift in the location of the largest errors toward the higher indices. Secondly, the off-diagonal elements of P b describing covariances between locations near to location 20 become somewhat larger.
